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CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE

H.E. Abdulla Ali Musleh Al Ahbabi
Board Chairman

Achievements
Continue to
Build

ADSSC periodical newsletter settles our meeting together and becomes a channel of communication for
employees, customers and stakeholders.
Few days ago, we as ADSSC employees, celebrated the 42nd UAE National Day both in Abu Dhabi and Al Ain
Headquarters. UAE flag took its place among celebrants, traditional folklore and school students took its
part in the event. These scenes together are reflecting and expressing their love for the nation and faith for
His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, President of the UAE.
2013 unveiled successive achievements in ADSSC, namely STEP final breakthrough. This pioneer achievement
witnessed a unique regional and global infrastructure project globally. STEP, which will be completed on
2015, is carrying on linking sewer and main pumping station.
Moreover, obtaining Balanced Scorecard Hall of Fame for Execution of Strategy in Boston, USA. This award
places ADSSC as the first entity in Abu Dhabi Emirate obtaining the award from the Utilities and Energy
Category.
Obtaining this global award is a source of pride for all of us, especially as it was achieved by Emirati efforts.
It marks our determination to achieve one success after another along with cultivating efforts that transfers
ideas into well-established plans then into action. The success of ADSSC is clearly recognized in global terms
and in ceremonies that witness our employees’ efforts through obtaining certificates and honor.
These achievements are recorded for eight-year old ADSSC that took its place among well-established
companies, so we are really proud of achievements and distinctions.
Greetings and thanks to every employee for their great efforts to promote the work performance that is
in line with ADSSC’s strategic plan and places ADSSC as a leading company not only regionally, but also
globally.
Happy New Year!
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MESSAGES

Alan Thomson
Managing Director

The Challenges of Rapid
Growth and Change
Welcome to our new edition of Connect.
In the last edition I wrote about Weqaya, the wellbeing initiative
from Abu Dhabi Government. In this addition I would like to
highlight a serious matter directly related to health and wellbeing
– Safety.
Safety is the responsibility of each and every one of us. We have
responsibility for safety to ourselves but also for our colleagues
and customers. ADSSC is striving hard to improve our safety
performance and in order to do this we need the vigilance and
help of all of you. This applies whether you are office based or site
based. Both locations have their hazards and problems.
What is important is that you correct or report anything that you
think is unsafe, this could be seemingly small things like boxes
stored in corridors where people walk or lifting boxes and files
off shelves. The correctness of posture when working at a desk
on your PC is equally important and can avoid severe back
problems.
For those on site, the hazards are perhaps more obvious but also
more lethal. Please do not ignore any safety infringements and
report them directly to those in authority. A recent fatal incident
could easily have been avoided if it had been reported to more
senior officials.
ADSSC capital and operational activities take place in an
extremely hazardous environment and we should all respect
our own safety and that of our colleagues and partners at all
times.
Please take time to look around you and spot the hazards that
perhaps we all turn our backs on. By pointing these out you will
be taking on the correct responsibility for your own health and
that of your friends and work associates.

Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri
Deputy Managing Director

Continuous Success
The start of 2014 not only announces the publication of our fourth
issue of ADSSC Connect newsletter, but also marks the end of a
year that was crowded with major events, namely the winning of
the award to host EXPO 2020 UAE, Dubai.
Our own company ADSSC, also has significant achievements
to mark. These include the approval of a five-year strategic plan
covering 2014 - 2018, election to Balanced Scorecard Hall of
Fame, enhancing working environment and services with our new
HQ, increasing Emiratisation and STEP final breakthrough.
STEP, which is the second longest gravity sewer tunnel in
the world and an exceptional project globally, witnessed on
October, 2013 the completion of excavation of 41 km below the
surface from Al Mushrif to Al Wathba in Abu Dhabi Emirate. The
41 km below the surface, took 15 million man hours and around
1.4 million m3 of rock was excavated.
The attendance of Sheikh Diab bin Mohammed bin Zayed
Al Nahyan, H.E. Mohammed Ahmed Al-Bowardi, Secretary
General of the Executive Council, members of the Executive
Council, government institutions managers and personnel in
charge for final breakthrough reflects the team spirit and wide
government support for the project. The completed tunnel
will provide sewerage service to residents and developers alike
whilst designed to meet the needs of the rapid population and
economic growth in Abu Dhabi Emirate.
All the three major STEP components are world class tunnel
projects constructed using state of the art techniques to
deliver this challenging project. In addition to the main tunnel
environmentally friendly techniques are used to construct the link
sewers and pumping station to avoid disruption to the citizens of
the Emirate.
The work was undertaken using world renowned consultants
and contractors working in partnership with ADSSC to enable
successful delivery of the programme.
We strongly believe that the hardworking team triggers success
and transfer plans into actions.
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ACHIEVEMENT

Launching ADSSC Accounts
on Social Media Websites

ADSSC has launched its accounts on social media websites, YouTube, Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, and Google Plus
to advance communication between the company and the community.
The launch of the accounts will add new communication channels to the current ones, and will allow the community
to view the latest updates on ADSSC services and its initiatives of reserving environment and developing the
infrastructure of Abu Dhabi. It will also highlight the company’s effective role in Abu Dhabi’s vision 2030.
Social Media websites are one of the main methods to reach the community and to interact with them.
You can visit ADSSC on the following accounts:
adssc

adssc

adssc_ad

adssc abu dhabi

adsscsm@gmail.com
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Marking the Eighth and
Final Breakthrough of
STEP
Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company (ADSSC) celebrated the
tunnel breakthrough of the eighth (8th) Tunnel Boring Machine
(TBM) of the Strategic Tunnel Enhancement Programme (STEP)
at a ceremony held on 7th of October 2013. The last section of
excavation was a 4.7 kilometer length of tunnel between Work
Shaft WS 31- located near the Officer’s Club and Work Shaft
WS 2 close to Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Center (ADNEC).
This final breakthrough completes the excavation of all sections
of the 41 kilometer long, large diameter, deep sewer tunnel. In
addition to completing more than 15 million working hours and
removing around 1.4 million cubic meter of sands.
H.H. Sheikh Diab bin Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan,
His Excellency Mohammed Ahmad Al Bawardi, Secretary General
of the Abu Dhabi Executive Council, Chairman of the Board of
Management at Abu Dhabi Water and Electricity Authority;
Mr. Sun Pyo Kim, Minister of the Republic of Korea to the U.A.E,
and Mr. Dave Chung, Executive Vice President and Head of
MENA Headquarters; ADSSC Chairman, H.E. Abdullah Musleh
Al Ahbabi, witnessed the final TBM tunnel breakthrough on STEP.
The excavation of this breakthrough was at 32 meter depth
underground and completed 4.7 kilometer length of the tunnel.
The breakthrough was achieved when the TBM mines into the
second shaft – it “breaks in” through the shaft wall, as contracted
in T-01 of STEP. Contract T-01 comprises 16.1 km of tunnel,
divided into 3 stages, each of the stages required a TBM.
The TBM proceeded with excavation on July 2012, and speeded
its work to excavate 150 meter of 4.5 internal diameter per
week, without causing any adverse surface settlements.
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H.H. Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan the Crown Prince
of Abu Dhabi, Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed
Forces, and the Chairman of the Executive Council. And the follow
up from H.H. Hazza bin Zayed Al Nahyan the National Security
Adviser and Vice Chairman of the Executive Council, to define
the policies and strategies, in addition to improve services and
to implement new concepts of work. This will help in proceeding
with the development plans of the highest standards, best
specifications, and latest technologies. Looking forward towards
building an advanced infrastructure, that attracts investments,
projects, and enhances the partnership with the private sector.
The Strategic Tunnel Enhancement Program of Abu Dhabi is the
second longest gravity-driven tunnel in the world. It’s a remarkable
project among the investments of Abu Dhabi’s government,
that develops the infrastructure with global standards and best
environmental practices.
The TBM which was 450 tons weight, 5.2 diameter and 90 meter
long with trailing backup equipment, mined the tunnel through
mixed ground conditions of dolomitic siltstone, claystone,
mudstone, and gypsum without incident. The success of this
breakthrough was a fruit of cooperation between 70 specialist
engineers and technicians.
Contract T-01 of STEP for ADSSC is one of six connected contracts
that cost 5.7 billion, to build 41 kilometers of deep sewer tunnel
up to 80 meters underground and internal diameter between
4 to 5.5 meters, in addition to 43 kilometers of smaller diameter
link sewers, and a main pumping station. The pumping station has
a capacity of 30 cubic meters per second, to accommodate the
average flow of up to 1.7 million cubic meters per day by 2030,
and to convey it to Al Wathba Independent Sewage Treatment
Plants (ISTPs), to be treated and to be used for irrigation purposes of
the city.
H.H. Abdullah Ali Musleh Al Ahbabi, the Chairman of ADSSC has
said in this occasion “We gather today to celebrate the new
success, to be added to our success record of this huge project,
the success of the excavations in the deep tunnel by the eighth
and the last Tunnel Boring Machine. The work is to be continued
in the rest of the project, as the main pumping station and the
link sewers. Today we are closer to complete this achievement
which will be ready by 2015, this will provide many environmental
and economic benefits to citizens of Abu Dhabi”.
He also referred to the fact that STEP is part of ADSSC strategic
plan for year 2010- 2015, and Abu Dhabi’s vision 2030. The vision
which presents the Noble goals of H.H. Sheikh Khalifa Bin Zayed
Al Nahyan -May God preserve him-, to continue in developing
confident society and building a sustainable and global competitive
economy. Furthermore, he mentioned that ADSSC is committed to
its role to contribute in developing the infrastructure to meet the
growing demands of the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, in cooperation with
partners and stakeholders.
ADSSC Chairman assured that the company accomplishments
are within Abu Dhabi’s government plans of achieving social
development and sustainable economy. As instructed by
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General Director and the
Members of the Crown Prince
Court visits STEP of Abu Dhabi

His Excellency Jaber Mohammed Ghanem Al Suwaidi, the General
Director of the Crown Prince Court, H.H. Abdullah Ali Musleh
Al Ahbabi, the Chairman of ADSSC, officials, and members of the
Crown Prince Court visited our STEP Visitors Centre at work shaft 3
near the Armed Forces Officers Club in Abu Dhabi on Thursday 12th
of September.
The visit included government officials and STEP management
team, Saif Ali Alqubaisi the Executive Director of Citizens Affairs
Division in CPC, Alan Thomson, the Managing Director of ADSSC
and Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri the Deputy Managing Director of
ADSSC.
The attendees had a tour in the centre and viewed the interactive
displays of the STEP projects. They also attended a detailed
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presentation on the stages of the project, and viewed the scale
models on display.
H.H. Jaber Al Suwaidi and the members of the CPC were
introduced to the various technologies utilized in delivery of STEP,
these included the link sewers, the main pumping station which
is one of the biggest of its kind in the world. They also were informed
about the goals of the project and its economic and environment
benefits.
The attendees had the chance later to visit the excavation site
at work shaft 3, and viewed the tunnel boring machine and the
utilized technologies. In addition, a presentation on the stages of
completing the project and the time plan were given by the project
management team.

CONNECT

The Center includes photos and audio visual effects that
are interactive and explain ADSSC’s activities and various
technologies utilized in delivery of STEP.
The excavation works in STEP started in
September 2009, by Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services
Company, at a total cost of 5.7 billion Dhs. It is
one of the longest gravity-driven tunnels in the
world and considered as a remarkable project in
Abu Dhabi’s investment plans. The project is a huge
project to develop the infrastructure with special
environment standards. The project is expected to
be complete in the final quarter of 2015, indicating
that excavation works is at 98% to this day.
STEP Visitors Centre is not only about STEP but it
also promotes ADSSC and highlights its activities.
The centre aims to introduce the mission of the

company and its commitment to build a new
infrastructure and to develop the current one in
the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, to meet the expanding
demands of the Emirate in sustainable methods.
The Center includes photos and audio visual effects
that are interactive and explain ADSSC’s activities
and various technologies utilized in delivery of
STEP. It’s also intended to arouse visitors interest in
the unique nature of STEP, guide them to consider
environmentally-friendly construction methods
and encourage their support for related activities,
in an entertaining and educational atmosphere.
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Submitting the Five Years Plan of
ADSSC (2014- 2018)
ADSSC board of directors
had a meeting on Thursday
12th of December, at
ADSSC headquarter in Sky
Tower building, Abu Dhabi.
The meeting was held
to look into the progress
of ADSSC projects of
the current year, and to
submit ADSSC’s five years
plan (2014 - 2018).
The meeting was headed by H.E. Abdulla Ali Musleh Al Ahbabi the Chairman of ADSSC,
and was attended by board members H.E. Rashid Al Shariqi the General of ADFCA,
H.E Falah Al Ahbabi the General Manager of ADUPC, and H.E. Dr. Matar Mohammad
Al Nuaimi General Manager of Al Ain City Municipality.
The main aspects of the five years strategic plan (2014- 2018) were presented by
Eng. Nader Bin Taher the Manager of Asset Performance Department. The plan included
updating the vision, mission, values, management of relations with stakeholders, in
addition to defining priorities and key performance indicator for the five coming
years. The plan focuses on completing infrastructure projects, customer satisfaction,
and implanting corporate and sustainability concepts.
Six Capital projects which will be completed in 2013, at total cost of AED 716
million were presented in the meeting, by Eng. Omar Al Hashimi Manager of Asset
Management Division.
Eng. Alan Thomson, the Managing Director of ADSSC attended the meeting with
Eng. Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri, the Deputy Managing Director of ADSSC and Ahmed
Saleh Al Neyadi, the Manager of Business Support Division.

Holding Training Course
about the Dangers Related
to Working with Sewerage

ADSSC organized a training course about
the dangers related to working in sewerage.
The course was attended by managers and
engineers and was held between 24th and 26th
of September 2013, at ADSSC main building in
Al Ain.
The training course was inaugurated with a
speech and welcoming word by Eng. Mubarak
Obaid Al Dhaheri the Deputy Managing Director
of ADSSC. The course included various issues of
the dangers faced in ADSSC field works. ADSSC
aims to spread HSE awareness among the
employees, and to train them to develop their
working practice. Certificates of appreciation
were distributed to all the attendees at the end
of the training course.

Signing Two Contracts to Develop Sewerage Projects in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi
sewer lines will be constructed between 3 meters and 45 meters
below the surface, with diameters between 150mm and 2400
mm and a total length of 20km. The project will utilise horizontal
directional drilling to speed up the work, eliminate traffic and
residential disruption.

On October 22nd 2013, two contracts to construct the first phase
of “restoring sewerage assets” and constructing a new treatment
plant in Al Ruwais in Western Region, were signed by Alan Thomson,
ADSSC MD signed.
H.E Abdulla Ali Musleh Al Ahbabi, ADSSC Chairman, Mubarak Obaid
Al Daheri, ADSSC DMD, a number of Division and Department
Managers attended the signing ceremony.
The first contract, which was signed with Delma Building Company
L.L.C with a total cost of AED 589 Million, is going to carry out the
first phase of “Restoring Sewerage Assets”. The project will serve
Bani Yas, Al Mafraq and number of areas in Abu Dhabi Main Land.
In order to connect to the new pumping station a deep gravity
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The second contract, which was signed with Besix Sanotec N V with
a total cost of AED 132 Million, is is for construction of a treatment
plant in Al Ruwais in Western Region. This project is one of strategic
importance to help restore the infrastructure in Western Region
of Abu Dhabi Emirate, whilst meeting the demands of urban and
population growth that goes on line with Corporation Economic
Zones to develop industrial zones and labor camps in Western
Region.
The project includes designing and constructing a sewage treatment
plant with capacity of 15MLD which can be expanded to 30MLD.
The plant will be constructed and designed on international
standards. A tanker reception facility for 16 tankers will be included
with expansion to 20 tankers if necessary. An associated lifting
station to transfer the wastewater from tanker reception area
into the main treatment plant which is designed based on activated
sludge with extended aeration. A10km pipe line will carry the
treated water into Almedor forests in Ghayathi.
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ADSSC Organizes HSE Annual Forum
ADSSC Projects Division organized the Health, Safety and Environment annual meeting on
Wednesday 11th of December 2013, at Park Rotana in Abu Dhabi. One hundred and sixty people
from government entities and organizations were invited, including engineers, consultants,
projects managers, contractors and HSE specialists.
The forum discussed various issues, HSE compliance at work site, best HSE applications, general
instructions on work safety which are applied by some contract companies in their work field.
The forum also included detailed presentation on previous incidents and their causes, and HSE
lessons learnt. Contractors had the opportunity to show HSE related statistics in ADSSC projects
and discussed challenges in their work process.
The meeting was inaugurated with a speech by Eng. Alan Thomson the Managing Director of
ADSSC, and Eng. Salim Al Suwaidi the Manager of Projects Division, they requested all the
participating entities to comply with HSE standards to avoid work incidents caused by neglecting
HSE requirements.
This meeting is held annually as part of ADSSC’s plan to keep in close contact with strategic
partners and to keep them updated with ADSSC initiatives and developments and also to receive
their recommendations and remarks on HSE. The meeting was concluded by giving certificates to
all participating organizations.

Participating in
“UAE Flag Day”
ADSSC hoisted the UAE flag as directed
by his highness Sheikh Mohammed Bin
Rashid Al Maktoum the Prime Minister
and Vice President of the United Arab
Emirates. His highness called on all
Emiratis to hoist the flag and participate
in the national event. Flag Day falls
on November 3, the day of President
His Highness Shaikh Khalifa Bin Zayed
Al Nahyan’s accession as President of the
UAE.
ADSSC joined the campaign of hoisting the
flag along with many other governmental
entities. The flag was hoisted on top of
ADSSC main building in Al Ain, with the
participation of Eng. Mubarak Obaid
Al Dhaheri the Deputy Managing Director,
ADSSC Managers, and the employees.

ADSSC Consultant - Sheheryar Aslam
the Winner of Prestigious Award 2013
We are pleased that one of our
consultant, Mr. Sheheryar Aslam
from M/s Mott Macdonald
has been working with ADSSC
Projects Division since 3 years
has won the “Project Manager
of the Year Award 2013 in
portfolio category”. Candidates
around the globe competed
and final presentation of awards
to winners was held in London
during
company’s
annual
management seminar.
The Mott MacDonald is a diverse management, engineering and development
consultancy delivering solutions for public and private clients world-wide. It is
one of the world’s largest employee-owned companies with over 14,000 staff with
projects in 140 countries. Mott MacDonald award scheme aims to recognise and
promote excellence in project management through a demonstrated combination
of good teamwork; strong project outcomes, excellent customer satisfaction and
candidates demonstrate the exceptional ability in managing the projects.
In competitive environment around the globe, Sheheryar Aslam’s winning of award
on ADSSC projects deserves appreciation. In the words of evaluation panel Judges,
“Sheheryar’s long-term performance as project manager on a variety of individual
wastewater projects for the Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company is exemplary.
He demonstrated a remarkable depth of expertise in both the theory and application
of classic project management methods, optimising confidence with the client to
ensure commercial success. The effectiveness of his project delivery and his personal
success as project manager for his portfolio is a testament to his skills”.
ADSSC extends a special note of appreciation to Sheheryar Aslam, his project team
and all those he worked with him at ADSSC.
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ADSSC Celebrates
nd
UAE 42 National Day

ADSSC has celebrated
the 42nd National Day in
its headquarters in Abu
Dhabi and Al Ain. The
company officials and
employees participated
in the celebration and
the national activities to
express their happiness
of this precious occasion.
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The celebration was inaugurated with the performance of the
national anthem by the military band, followed by recitation of the
Holy Quran, and continued with national songs and performances
organized by the schools.
A speech by H.E. Abdullah Ali Musleh Al Ahbabi, the Chairman of
ADSSC was given on this occasion, to congratulate H.H. Sheikh
Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan the President of UAE, H.H. sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum the Vice President of UAE;
Ruler of Dubai, and the Rulers of the Emirates, and H.H. Sheikh
Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan the Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi
and Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed Forces.
Beside to the UAE people and government.
The celebration included traditional tents, and a display of
historical photos for H.H Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, the
Late President of UAE - (may Allah rest his soul in peace).

In addition to presenting some of the traditional handicrafts as
weaving baskets from palm fronds, making traditional food,
traditional hospitality, and classic cars display.
Eng. Alan Thomson the Managing Director of ADSSC attended
the celebrations along with Eng. Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri the
Deputy Managing Director, Ahmed Saleh Al Neyadi the Manager
of Business Support Division, Eng. Salim Al Suwaidi the Manager
of Projects Division, Eng. Omar Al Hashimi the Manager of Asset
Management Division, and ADSSC Managers and employees.
By the end of the celebration, an honoring was held for the
participating institutions, and the employees who obtained
bachelor’s and master’s degrees, in addition to honoring ADSSC
employees who contributed in the committee of Abu Dhabi
Award for Excellence in Government Performance.
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Schools visit to STEP's
Visitors Centre
A visit to STEP Visitors Centre was arranged for Abu Dhabi schools
students. 300 students participated in this visit on November
2013.
The schedule of the visit included a tour in STEP Visitors Centre,
a detailed presentation on the stages of completing STEP, viewing
small models of the project and the work progress of it. In addition
to highlighting the projects benefits for economy and environment.
The students had the opportunity to get introduced to the latest
technologies applied in excavating the tunnel and the technologies
in link sewers and the main pumping station which is the biggest
of its kind in the country.
The Visitors Centre is intended to arouse visitor’s interest in the
unique nature of STEP, guide them to consider environmentallyfriendly construction methods and encourage their support for
related activities.
Students were thankful for the team of the project for their
welcoming and giving them an opportunity to get introduced to
STEP Visitors Centre. Brochures and Souvenirs were distributed to
the students by the end of the visit.

ADSSC Contributes in “Sustainability our Goal”

ADSSC participated in the awareness campaign activities titled as
“Sustainability our Goal”, held between 19th to 22nd of November
2013, in Al Bawadi Mall. The campaign focused on the initiatives of
government organizations toward sustainability.
The campaign aims to enhance the idea of sustainability through
awareness and educating the community about the meaning
of sustainability and its standards. In addition to preserving
environment and achieving sustainable developments in future
plans and environment friendly projects.
Government entities including ADSSC, Al Ain Distribution Company,
The Center of Waste Management, Department of Transport,
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Applied Technology Institute, United Arab Emirates University, and
governmental schools participated in the campaign.
ADSSC managers Eng. Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri the Deputy
Managing Director, Eng. Mohammed Al Harrasi the Manager
of Projects Management Department, Eng. Qasem Ghulam
the Manager of O&M Department, Abdul Munem Al Nuami
the Head of Al Ain HR Section, and ADSSC employees attended
the campaign.
ADSSC participation in this campaign is one of its priorities of
encouraging sustainable practices and enhancing the involvement
with community.
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Publishing
“Employee Manual”
ADSSC will issue a new employee manual
for new employees from the start of 2014.

ADSSC Participates in
the Blood Donation
Campaign in Abu Dhabi
ADSSC employees participated in the blood donation
campaign organized by Al Ramz Securities and Regional
Blood Bank. The campaign titled as “Donate Blood for
a Life” was held between 10th and 11th of September
2013, at ADSSC headquarters in Sky Tower, Abu Dhabi.
ADSSC managers and employees participated in the
campaign.
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is an important
aspect of ADSSC and blood donation is an ideal
vehicle for us to give something to the community.
The donations are used to provide blood for patients
who have been injured in accidents, suffer from
chronic diseases and undergoing surgery. In addition
the campaign spreads awareness of blood donation
and encourages others to contribute for a better and
healthy community.
ADSSC’s employees had to go through physical
questionnaire and a blood test before donating blood,
to determine if they are suitable to donate. This test
also gave the employees a brief about their health. The
blood donation team gave the employees advice on
how to maintain healthy blood and also diet advice to
those who may have blood problems.
Involvement in this campaign demonstrates ADSSC’s
intention to participate in various community activities
which reinforces our responsibility to communities.
Approximately fifty staff from ADSSC participated.

The manual will include information to help
new employees adjust to the organization.
It contains a brief about ADSSC, its Board
of Directors, employment conditions,
instructions, critical task development
program, training, promotions, salary
settlement, allowances, bonuses, annual leave,
and other key areas of information.
The employee manual will be distributed to the new employees to inform
them of ADSSC procedures. It will also define the policies, employees tasks
and commitments, as well as the mistakes that should be avoided. The
manual will support the new employees when they join the company and
help them start a successful career.

ADSSC
Employees
attend “GITEX
Shopper 2013”

ADSSC organized a visit to “GITEX Shoppers
2013” for its employees, on Thursday 10th of
October 2013, at Dubai Word Trade Centre.

The employees had the opportunity to see new technological developments in
IT and electronics. This visit relates to ADSSC’s goal of developing and educating
its employees to attain a higher level of performance. Around 15 employees
of different departments joined the visit.
The exhibition had more than thirty thousand products, in addition to sales
from consumer electronics giants which launched their latest additions to the
market.

ADSSC Participates in Fire Fighting Training Workshop
ADSSC participated in a fire fighting training workshop in cooperation with the
Institute of Civil Defense. The workshop was held through five days between
8th to 12th of December 2013, at ADSSC headquarter in Al Ain.
The training included introducing the duties of the Civil Defense, and
presenting fire hazards, causes, classifications, and what should be done in
emergency, beside to introducing types of extinguishers and the different uses.
The aim of this workshop is to maintain safe work environment through
emergencies, and to prepare the employees for work incidents. ADSSC
participates in training workshops to develop the employees capabilities in
emergencies, and to inform them with basic instructions related to work
incidents.
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PEOPLE AMONG US

Madinet Zayed is located 160km west of Abu Dhabi. It is there where we met and interviewed
Al Kendi Al Marar who kindly talked about the nature of his work as an employee in ADSSC Customer
Services, and to publish the interview in “People Among Us” page in ADSSC Newsletter “Connect”.

1.
Can you describe the nature of your work in ADSSC?
The nature of my work at ADSSC is to receive customers, reply
to their inquiries, and to contribute in solving customer related
issues, in addition I process customer related actions including
requests and other services.

Personal Details:
Name

: Al Kendi Obaid Al Marar

Age

: 24 years

Marital status

: Married

Education

: Secondary school graduate

Current Occupation

: Customer Services Representative.

Place of Work

: Madinat Zayed, Western Region

Date of joining ADSSC : 6th, December 2010

What are the unique features of your work?
Some of the unique features of my work include the continuous
communication with customers, of different ages and
nationalities, as well as working to achieve customer satisfaction
which is one of ADSSC strategic goals.

What are the difficulties and the challenges
that you face in work?
As the matter of fact, there are no difficulties or challenges in
my work, thanks to Allah. Additionally, I would like to thank the
efforts of ADSSC Senior Management and their care for the
employees.

What are your targeted goals which you work
to achieve?
Improving my work to reach higher standards and to contribute
in developing work systems. I also enjoy being on good terms
with everyone, that’s what I hope to achieve.
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What are your personal interests, and how
you plan to improve your career?
There is a wise quote by the late Sheikh Zayed, founder of the
UAE (may Allah rest his soul in peace) “He who does not know
his past cannot make the best of his present and future”.
This quote is related to my hobbies which are falconry,
participating in camel racing and desert adventures.

What do you think of the fast developments
in the western region of Abu Dhabi?
Gratitude to Allah, the Western Region of Abu Dhabi has
witnessed some rapid development in various levels and
projects, specifically infrastructure projects which have
contributed in making the area a very sophisticated place.

What is the message that you would like to
conclude this interview with?
I hope that everyone tries to improve their personal,
professional and academic level, to be ready to do a positive
role in developing the country, each in his field. We are the
luckiest to receive our government care and support.

EXCELLENCE

CONNECT

First Government Institution in the Utilities
and Energy Category
ADSSC Achieves Hall of Fame in USA
On his side, Eng. Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri, the Deputy
Managing Director of ADSSC had commented that
the recognition was a result of continual efforts of
applying Balanced Scorecard in all ADSSC systems, and
the continuous developing of ADSSC strategy to be in
line with the required standards to compete locally and
globally.
He added that, ADSSC was selected as one of the best
institutions in the country, for excellence in the planning,
and implementing a strategic plan that support its core
business of collecting and treating waste water. In addition,
ADSSC adopts the total quality management “TQM”
concepts in its excellence in corporate performance.
It also adopts quality mechanisms for making decisions,
and successfully manages its business with stakeholders.
He also highlighted that ADSSC was recognized in Harvard
Business Review and profiled as exemplars of good
management.
Eng. Alan Thomson, the Managing Director of ADSSC
and Eng. Nader Assad Taher, the Acting Head of Strategic
Planning and Communication in ADSSC, had received the
award on behalf of ADSSC Chairman.
In a ceremony at Palladium’s Annual Global Summit that took
place in Boston, USA on October 30th to 31st 2013, ADSSC obtained
The Hall of Fame Award for Executing Strategies. This achievement
places ADSSC as the first government institution in the Emirate of
Abu Dhabi to receive the award in the Utility and Energy Category.
ADSSC Managing Director, Deputy Managing Director and the
management team who contributed in this achievement presented
the award trophy to H.E Abdullah Ali Musleh Al Ahbabi, Chairman
of ADSSC. The ceremony was to show appreciation for his
continuous support for the employees, and his efforts to raise the
quality of the work in ADSSC. In return, he expressed his gratitude
for their efforts to bring ADSSC to be recognized at a global level. He
emphasized the importance of developing a working environment
to serve the community of Abu Dhabi.

ADSSC is the first government entity in the Emirate of
Abu Dhabi to be awarded in the Utilities and Energy Category and
the fifth to obtain the award in the Emirate. The General Secretariat
of the Executive Council, Abu Dhabi Food Control Authority, Abu
Dhabi Police GHQ and Abu Dhabi Education Council have been
previously recognized.

On the occasion of achieving the award, H.E. Abdullah had said
“The award is the fruit of ADSSC efforts since 2005, that goes in
line with its strategic plan and serves to fulfill the wise vision of
His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, President of the
UAE, Ruler of Abu Dhabi, and the instructions of His Highness Sheikh
Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and
Chairman of the Executive Council, followed up by His Highness
Sheikh Hazza bin Zayed Al Nahyan, National Security Advisor
and Vice Chairman of the Abu Dhabi Executive Council. ADSSC
strategy is closely aligned with Abu Dhabi vision 2030. The vision
which reflects the ambition of Abu Dhabi government to develop
economically, socially and environmentally, and to improve the
lifestyle of the Emirate through constructive initiatives.
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SAFETY

AWARENESS

Your Health within
“Nutrition Facts”
Your health relies
on buying healthy
food products. Your
wise choice depends
on
recognizing
the nutrition facts
on food products.
Determine the food
you want for yourself
by its nutrition facts,
which is the way to
distinguish
healthy
products from less
healthy products.
Nutrition facts are
labeled
on
food
products to give
valuable information,
such as production and expiry dates. Additionally, information
showing calories, nutrients like fat, proteins, carbohydrates,
salt, sugar, vitamins and sodium are also displayed organized in
descending order based on the portions, with biggest on top.

Dear Consumer:
1. Make sure of the production and expiration date on food
products.
2. Read the instructions of preserving and storing the products.
3. Follow preparation and cooking instructions.
4. Make sure that the product doesn’t contain any ingredient
that causes allergy to you or to any of your family members.
5. If you have any chronic disease or you follow a restricted
diet, read the nutrition facts to know what to buy and what
to avoid.
6. Choose the food that suits you in term of its nutrition value.
7. Read the suggested amount for each portion and it’s
nutrition value.
8. Choose a product with suitable percentages of fat, saturated
fat, trans fat, cholesterol and sodium.
9. Choose a product with high percentage of fiber, vitamins,
iron and calcium as enriching food.
10. Diversify your food to provide yourself with main nutritional
value.
You should pay attention to the fact that calories and nutrients in
nutrition facts represent one portion only. To distinguish whether
the product is rich or poor you will have to pay attention to its
values. If the portion provide you with 20% or more of nutrients
that you need, then it’s considered rich, while if the portion provide
you with only 5% or less of nutrients you need then it’s nutritional
value is poor.
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Medicines
Awareness
Although hospitals and clinics
are using latest technologies,
faults related to medication
may still occur. Such mistakes
can be deadly or may cause a
chronic disease. The patient have a
vital role in reducing these mistakes. This guide
line helps in securing the patient and saves him.

What the patient needs to know:
• Provide the healthcare staff with information of his
health and medicines he uses.
• Know the name of the diagnosed disease which the
medicine is prescribed for.
• Know the brand name and the chemical name of the
medicine.
• Know what the medicine is supposed to do to you.
• How many times to take the medicine per day.
• For how long the medicine should be taken.
• When to take the medicine, is it with full stomach, or is it
before or after eating.

What the patient need to know
about the medicine:
•
•
•
•

The expected result of using it.
The side effects that may occur of using it.
How to identify the side effects.
What should the patient do in case of side effects.

What the patient needs to do:
• Take the medicine as instructed by the doctor and the
pharmacist.
• Inform the doctor of any medicine that you are taking,
including the drugs as aspirin or the herbal supplements.
• Keep medicines out of children reach.
• Stick to the instructions of the doctor.
• Inform your doctor of the natural products and
pharmaceutical that you use.

What the patient should not do:
• You shouldn’t change medicines dose or the time of
taking it without consulting your doctor.
• Do not use the prescribed medicine for other than you.
• Do not crush medicine pills or break medicine capsules if
the doctor didn’t advice to.
• Do not use expired medicines.
• Do not keep medicine in hot
or humid places, or freezing
temperature.

Finally:
Patients can make it easier for
the healthcare staff to take care
of them and to reduce inaccuracy
related to medicines.

CONNECT

HSE

Safety is Priority
To provide a safe and healthy work environment you
need to take the necessary precautions. It’s one of
ADSSC’s management concerns to apply HSE policies
for the safety of its employees. In order to do so,
HSE team exists, to spread awareness among the
employees.
In this issue, we would like to highlight health and
safety as a basic value in ADSSC. The company
aims to provide safe and healthy environment to
its employees. HSE team works to set strategies,
regulations and policies to protect the employees and
ADSSC Assets.
HSE in ADSSC is applied and promoted through
organizing training courses and workshops about
safety at work, setting health and safety plans
and standards, beside to committing to use safety
equipments at work site, and educating the employees

and raising their awareness toward safety.
ADSSC launched its HSE plan 2011- 2013 “Safety
Spine”, which comprises of twenty four (24)
programmes, phase implemented.
Some of the main programmes established by ADSSC
are HSE Organization restructured; Dual reporting,
to both Managing Director and SPC Manager. Two
new IMS certified Permit – to – Work systems for
Confined Space Entry and Excavations. KPI Reporting
Programme. Automatic reporting programme (ARP).
HSE Lessons Learnt Programme. HSE Outreach
Awareness Programme. HSE Outreach Awareness
Programme that include; HSE Awareness, Fire Safety
and Wellbeing. And being an official partner with
Health Authority of Abu Dhabi, as part of the Weqayah
Wellbeing Programme.
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OUR ENVIRONMENT

Waste Sorting and Recycling .. Civilized
Behavior to Preserve the Environment
The United Arab Emirates has received global recognition in
benefiting from waste, considering the process of sorting,
collecting, and recycling. Care has also been taken to educate
the community about the importance of reducing waste and
contributing towards recycling it.
Waste is the materials, which have no further use and are
disposed by individuals or organizations. However, individuals
are producing lots of waste in their daily life which is a concern
that needs a solution.
Some of the main sources of waste in the UAE are: residential,
commercial, industrial, agricultural, sea waste, medical waste,
construction waste, and hazardous waste. Statistics shows that
estimated average of waste by individuals in the UAE is 2.2 kg
per day, which is a high percentage compared to international
statistics.
In the meantime, waste has become an important resource
which can be invested and used in projects of development
and urbanization in many countries of the world. UAE is reusing
waste in: producing bio-fertilizers which is used to increase
the productivity of agricultural crops by 40%, and preserves
environment. Bio-fertilizer is produced from decomposed food
and bio waste, which undergo bacterial and fungi reprocessing
and produces rich black soil.
Sorting waste in different garbage bins is widely applied in all
over the world, and now is being applied in most of the public
areas of Abu Dhabi. The disposed waste is divided to: paper, scrap
metal, glass, plastics, and other. The color of garbage container is
the indicator for the type of waste that its for.
Sorting waste in garbage bins is important because it saves
time, and contribute in preserving environment. It also reduces
pollution and unwanted odors.
Several institutions and organizations have a noteworthy
contribution by providing waste sorting bins in schools, houses,
companies and other sectors. This step is important to reduce
the amount of waste and to help recycle it. The citizens
of Abu Dhabi can communicate with the Centre of Waste
Management to provide them with waste sorting bins.
On an individual level: there are various ways of recycling waste
to be reused. Paper and cans could be reused in making artistic
pieces, such an idea is considered innovative, environment
friendly, and contributes in protecting the earth, so why not be
one of the contributing community?
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CONNECT

MISCELLANEOUS
Government Initiatives

Sheikh Zayed
Book Award

The “Sheikh Zayed Book Award” was established in memory of Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan
-May Allah rest his soul in peace-, the principal architect of United Arab Emirates. The first award was in 2007,
administered by Abu Dhabi Tourism and Culture Authority.
The award is given to intellectuals, researchers, and writers, for their contribution in literature, social sciences,
enriching culture, and promoting dialogue between civilizations, and bringing nations together. The total value
of the prizes is AED 7 million making it one of the richest literary awards in the world.
The awards include 9 categories, including the award for Contribution to the Development of Nations, the
award for Cultural Personality of the Year, the award for Children Literature, the award for Young Author, and the
award for Translation.
The award is supervised by a Board of Trustees and a Scientific Committee that manage a rigorous award
selection process. The award is considered as one of the world’s most culturally diverse.
Further information can be found in: http://www.zayedaward.ae

Self-Improvement

Abu Dhabi Landmarks

Define your Goal

Al Maqtaa Fort

Planning your goal is a key to your success. Your goal
should be true and built on a sound base. It should
also guide you and serve as a focus which will help
define your life and future. You should commit to
your goal and work hard to make it happen.

Al Maqtaa Fort was built in the middle of the ford between the mainland and
Abu Dhabi island more than 200 years ago. The fort provides a wonderful
contrast to the modern Maqtaa bridge next to it. The fort has an important
role in history as a watch tower on the sea side, it was built to fend off
bandits, who can walk through the shallow water and reach Abu Dhabi’s
land. It’s also the first military zone located on Abu Dhabi boundaries.

Set your goal with accuracy, clarity and a time plan.
In order to make your goal achievable it should be
realistic and suit your abilities. With your goal plan
you will feel more confident and happy toward
yourself.

In the nineteen fifties, a new guard and customs point was built near
Al Maqtaa Fort to replace its guarding role. They called it “Qasr Al Hosn”
or The White Fort, just like the other archeological treasuries, it has also
undergone renovation works and improvement to welcome the visitors.

Here are some of the tips to set your goal:
• Write your goals down.
• Try to focus on a small number of goals, say one
or two.
• Don’t rely on others to decide your goal.
• Don’t restrict yourself when setting your goal.
• Success requires commitment and an effort, so
you won’t change your goal easily.
• Realize what you need exactly.
• Relate your goal with something with which you
are enthusiastic to make it easier to do.

Calendar for Upcoming Events in Abu Dhabi
2014 Abu Dhabi HSBC Golf Championship

16 - 19 January 2014

World Future Energy Summit 2014

20 - 22 January 2014

Gourmet Abu Dhabi 2014

04 - 19 February 2014

UAE Green Festivals

16 March - 16 April 2014

Al Ain Career Fair 2014

28 - 30 April 2014
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